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Food justice activist LaDonna Redmond took a selfie with Homegrown attendees before speaking on Saturday, April 4.
Photo by Sadie Tenpas
SLUG Homegrown addresses food justice on and off campus
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
See page 2
Winter Term marked the last term of Susan Muenster’s employ-ment at Lawrence. Known around campus as Nurse Susie, Muenster worked as the school’s Director of Health for six years. Lawrence maintains a strict confidentiality of personnel mat-ters out of respect for employee privacy, so the details surrounding the change of staff remain clas-sified. While the university stress-es the privacy of its employees, Lawrence students have been expressing their opinions on Nurse Susie’s employment change 
publicly on Facebook. Fans and critics of Muenster are a mixed bag on campus. This online vent-ing has caused some students to sympathize with Muenster. “I have had very few encoun-ters with [Muenster], but they were all very pleasant,” begins sophomore Andres Capous. “I disagree with [the Facebook comments] because, although I respect the opinions of my peers, I also respect Nurse Susie as a human being. I don’t think she should be devalued like that.”Other students said that this incident resembles cyber bullying in nature. “Students need to be more aware and conscious of how they 
are using social media and how voicing their opinions can quickly turn into online bullying if names are mentioned that target an individual,” said junior Samantha Knott. Senior Aubrey Lawlor stressed the serious legal ramifi-cations of online commentary. “I think that if this is a con-versation that the student body wants to have, then there should be a different venue,” began Lawlor. “If we were kids using another kid’s name, that would be cyber-bullying. However, since we are adults talking about another 
Students discuss change in nursing staff
Senior Robin Lieberman reads from the Haggadah at Hillel’s Passover Seder.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen
Last weekend, Lawrence stu-dents and community members representing various institutions interested in farming gathered for the Sustainable Lawrence University Gardens (SLUG) Homegrown weekend. SLUG col-laborated with Lawrence’s Food Recovery Network (FRN), includ-ing a presentation and discussion of the group as part of the week-end. On Saturday, April 4, food justice activist LaDonna Redmond spoke in the Warch Campus Center cinema. Redmond explained how she began working with food when her son developed severe allergies as a child, and how it quickly became apparent to her how many people lack access to nutritious food.“This talk is really about 
the word ‘sovereignty,’” began Redmond, describing her concept of “food sovereignty:” how the wealth of food in the United States is poorly distributed, resulting in a food desert or, as Redmond calls it, a “food mirage.” Redmond explained that she prefers this term over the more widely used “food desert” because “a desert is an ecosystem,” and that the food system in the United States is mis-represented by a balanced ecosys-tem like a desert.Redmond went on to describe problems with food education and access to healthy food for people with low income, problems she has been working against during her career as a food justice activ-ist. “It would be easier … to ask somebody for a gun than it would be to ask for a tomato,” said 
Noah Gunther
News Editor
_____________________________________
On Saturday, April 4, Lawrence’s chapter of Hillel, a Jewish campus organization, host-ed a Passover Seder in the Warch Campus Center to celebrate the recent Jewish holiday.Senior and former Hillel pres-ident Ilana Goldman organized and led the event with junior and residing Hillel president Clare Lauer. “A Seder literally means ‘order,’” explained Goldman. “It incorporates the story of Passover with the traditional foods.”According to Goldman, Passover Seder celebrates the 
story of Moses in the Hebrew Scriptures.The meaning behind Passover Seder is multilayered: while it celebrates the freeing of Jewish slaves in Egypt, it also acknowledges the suffering of the Egyptians through the Ten Plagues and serves as a reminder that there are still enslaved people in the world.Goldman and Lauer used readings from a text called the Haggadah, a Hebrew word mean-ing “the telling,” to conduct the service. The Haggadah outlined the order of prayers and songs recited throughout the evening.
Ariela Rosa
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
Hillel hosts Passover Seder
See page 9
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World  News
NORTH SEA: North Sea cod, formerly considered a dangerous example of overfishing, have recently expe-rienced major population growth. According to Tom Pickerell, technical director of Seafish, the government-funded body which represents the seafood industry, the cod are predicted to make enough of a comeback in the next 10 years that it may be possible for the Marine Conservation Society to certify them, which would indi-cate to consumers that the seafood comes from environ-mentally sustainable fisheries. INDIA AND YEMEN: India has successfully evacu-ated almost all of the 4000 Indians currently located in Yemen since the civil war between the government and the Houthi rebels began. Indian Navy vessels, Air Force planes and Air India planes have been used in the evacuation.
 IRAN: High level talks between several world pow-ers, including the United States and Iran, have ended in a tentative agreement. Iran has agreed to convert several nuclear development sites into physics research sites and reduce its stockpile of low-enriched Uranium in exchange for the suspension of sanctions by the US and the EU. SWITZERLAND: The Large Hadron Collider in Switzerland has reopened after two years of being offline. Testing will continue until May before the parti-cle beams begin firing at full power, but engineers hope to eventually double the power of the beams over what they were firing at before it closed in 2013. 
SPACE: Scientists in Germany and the United States recently released a draft of a paper stating that a group of signals they have detected may be the result of intelli-gent life elsewhere in the universe. 10 signals known as “fast radio bursts” were discovered at regularly spaced intervals—an event deemed unlikely to occur naturally. Astronomer Jill Tarter of SETI agreed that it is indeed possible that the signals could be artificial in origin. MALI: According to the French Ministry of Defense, French commandos have freed a Swede and a South African captured by Islamic terrorists three and a half years ago while staying at a hotel in Timbuktu. President Francois Hollande of France told French television sta-tions that French forces were not expecting to find any hostages and were surprised to discover the pair. 
Nursing Staff
continued from page 1
The LUCC General Council voted to pass a new amendment concerning the creation of student organizations on Monday, April 6. “The amendment will address the challenges of a lack of collaboration or consolida-tion among commonly interested Lawrence University organiza-tions,” said LUCC president Wesley Varughese. Varughese stated that the major change to the existing legis-lation is “if the committee chooses to accept the group’s intent to reg-ister, the applicant organization shall be granted a four-week peri-od in which to complete a certain set of organizational objectives designated by the committee.”
New organizations that want to be recognized by LUCC will have a four-week trial period dur-ing which they will have to carry out certain activities before being able to officially become a club. Previously, student organiza-tions “would be approved based on the application they submit and their interview with [the Steering Committee]. Basically, approval was based on their plans, not tangible actions,” said LUCC Public Relations Secretary Abedin Rafique. “This amendment addresses the fact that running an organiza-tion is a far more difficult task than thinking of one or making plans for one.” The only major challenge with the new amendment would be determining the activities for recognition. “It is difficult to define one set list of criteria because 
clubs are so different in nature, but we will work to come up with some uniform guidelines for set-ting goals,” explained Rafique. The renewal process for stu-dent organizations remains simi-lar, with organizations needing to file paperwork by the third week of Spring Term to be considered active the next year. Varughese explained that current organiza-tions “must adhere to the renewal process, which already exists for re-recognition, but will be taken with taken with stronger consid-eration.” “I personally think this new amendment will help student organizations reconsider their values, mission statements, and general plans in a given year with a more collaborative mindset,” concluded Varughese.
pretty sure has legal implications for both parties.”Lawlor concluded by empha-sizing that Muenster was in a tough situation. “She didn’t have other nurses or physicians to consult with, so it is understandable that she made mistakes.” Despite this, other students believe that the staff change is long overdue. “She’s been here for a very long time and I feel that Lawrence has changed faster than she was able to,” began fifth-year Alec Slavin. Slavin described his experi-ences with Muenster as largely damaging. One particular instance that came to Slavin’s mind was when he was waiting for a sched-uled counseling interview. He was going through a tough time during the Fall Term of his junior year. “Obviously, she did not want to harm me, but under the cir-cumstances, it was really, really bad timing. I saw my counselor beckoning me in, and as I walk in, Nurse Susie steps in my way and basically puts her hand on my chest and pushes me away,” said Slavin. “Keep in mind that this is right before a session I really, really needed to have, so being physically touched and literally pushed away was pretty much the last thing I needed under those circumstances. I honestly don’t remember if she apologized.”Slavin told Muenster what she did wrong, but he claims this only led to a more aggressive interaction. “I told her I was going to report her and she told me she was going to report me right back,” continued Slavin. “I had 
grown out my beard then so I am not sure if I had looked like a threatening person even though I am a student here.”Senior Sarah Tiano has also had negative experiences with Muenster. Tiano explained that she doesn’t believe Muenster is a malicious person, but one that was not fit for the position. “There was a lack of profes-sionalism in the office, and I did not feel comfortable seeking help and when I had to, I was never sat-isfied and was often made to feel bad for seeking help,” said Tiano. “I was often given salt to gargle as a solution for a various number of ailments throughout my time as Lawrence.”Tiano said she is pleased with the change of staff. ”Since Nurse Susie left, I have had to seek help at the Health Center and have had only positive experiences,” concluded Tiano. “I feel strongly that Lawrence looks out for the welfare of its students and wants only to provide the best environment for us as students, and this is an example of that.”Currently, there is nurs-ing staff in place to make up for Muenster’s absence. “I would like to assure all stu-dents that we have nursing staff in place for the remainder of the academic year in our continued efforts to meet student medical needs,” stated Associate Dean of Students for Health and Wellness Scott Radtke. “There should be no interruption in services that a student would receive from this office.”Jill Drier is acting as an inter-im nurse while Lawrence recruits a permanent replacement. The hours of operation and physician coverage remain the same. 
On Tuesday, April 7, the Lawrence chapter of the American Medical Student Association (AMSA) held a lecture on geneti-cally modified organisms (GMOs). This event was hosted in the Warch Campus Center cinema and was open to Lawrence students, faculty and the general public.Sophomores and AMSA co-presidents Deep Tripurana and Chris Tovoinen discussed the motivation for planning the event. Tripurana stated that “there’s a lot of misinformation about GMOs out there, that it’s often a nega-tive word. We wanted students to understand that this is an issue with a lot of different perspec-tives.” Tovoinen emphasized that “we weren’t hoping to politicize this … we just wanted to inform people, and to let them come to their own conclusions.” As such, both halves of the event present-ed both good and bad effects of genetic modification. Professor of Biology Beth De Stasio and Professor of Chemistry David Hall presented on the topic from their own perspectives of biology and chemical environ-mental protection, respectively. The event was divided in half, 
with the first segment concern-ing the effects of GMOs on human health and the second half cover-ing environmental effects of GMO use. De Stasio’s lecture was a bal-anced discussion of the positives and negatives of GMO use. She stated that she wanted to pres-ent a nuanced view of the topic, and that “it’s not all ‘technology bad,’ or ‘technology good.’ Rather, it’s how you use it, and if you’re responsible in using the capabili-ties you have.” The lecture presented a wide variety of the genetically modified products, such as insulin, which have improved human lives, in addition to an expression of sup-port for research and consumer safety standards in all scientific fields. De Stasio emphasized that modern genetic modification is only an advanced form of the millennia-old practices of domes-tication and selective breeding. De Stasio ended her portion of the event by affirming that every-one in the room had likely eaten genetically modified food at some point. The second half of the event was led by Professor Hall, who spoke of the various chemical and ecological effects of the use of genetically modified organisms. Although this field does not direct-
ly relate to his research, Professor Hall demonstrated his under-standing of the field as it relates to environmental studies. He noted that “what [De Stasio] was talk-ing about are things which can be kept inside a lab … This isn’t just limited to scientists.” The message of his lecture was that GMOs can be used as tools to overcome the problems and limitations of agriculture and other pursuits. For example, he noted that this technology may be useful for “sustainability, con-sidering the population explo-sion.” Although GMOs are useful, he urged that “nothing is black and white.” His lecture also high-lighted some of the ways in which genetically modified crops and other organisms can be damaging to the environment and to species who depend on it. Both professors expressed the desire for audience interac-tion, and incorporated the use of “clickers” in their lectures, fre-quently asking questions of the audience. Professor Hall in par-ticular approved of students “ask-ing a lot of questions, and thinking carefully.” The event filled the Warch Campus Center cinema with approximately 100 participants representing diverse academic interests.
AMSA hosts lecture on GMOs
Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
LUCC makes changes to student 
organization recognition process
The Wellness Center office where Muenster was located.
Photo by Sadie Tenpas
Megan Corum
 Staff Writer 
______________________
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Caged Within 
Clouds: 
A serial story
“No One Reads This Paper“
Sarah Wagner
Columnist
_______________________
a few general tips that I believe would help make this time of year safer and more enjoyable for all.How well do you know this person? If this person is a good friend of yours or even a strong acquaintance, perhaps they would appreciate your commentary on their outfit that day. Maybe your best friend will think it’s funny to watch you drive past them as you sing “Happy Birthday” at the top of your lungs. Before you make a comment, think of how the other person would view it. If there’s a chance the recipient of your com-ment will not appreciate it, it’s best to stay silent. Please don’t yell. So you’re a gearhead who likes to sit on the front steps of the Chapel and watch the cars go by. Great for you. There’s no reason you need to yell out comments about the drivers and their respective cars. To put it bluntly, don’t be a nui-sance. The street, the sidewalk and the outdoors in general is a space for everyone. Your obnox-ious and unnecessarily loud yell-ing is just that—obnoxious.Keep to yourself, and try to ignore it. All in all, it’s best to just stick to yourself. The other humans on the street do not need 
See page 10
This serial story is a collabora-
tion between the members of 
Lawrence University’s Creative 
Writing Club. This week’s 
installation is written by 
Jessica Morgan.
See page 10
Street Harassment
“Do you 
feel a 
higher 
QUESTION MARK
I believe our country is more aware of harassment than it was thirty years ago. This change is most noticeable in the workplace where a whole body of law has been developed in this area. Increased awareness is also present in public places as well, although it may differ depending on your local com-munity.
Do you feel there is a higher public awreness of street 
harassment now than when you were in college?
Po
lLU
 www.lawrentian.com
Is street harassment a serious problem in Appleton?
Total Votes: 25
No.
80%
Absolutely.
20%
Dear Sarah,
Now that the weather is so 
much warmer, and the air doesn’t 
hurt my face anymore, I’ve been 
wanting to spend more time out-
side. I’ve unburied all my shorts 
and sundresses from the back cor-
ners of my closet and am excited to 
finally get to wear them again. I’m 
worried about the actions that this 
time of year provokes in people. 
I’ve had a number of comments, 
both positive and negative, yelled 
at me from cars before, and it’s 
never an enjoyable experience. Is 
there anything I can do to dimin-
ish the likelihood of this kind of 
harassment?
 - Wanting to Cross the 
Street in Peace and Quiet
Dear Wanting to Cross the Street,Every spring, this topic comes up again, and I wish that one day people would understand that comments yelled out of car windows are really never going to go over well. Whether it’s deroga-tory comments made to a couple crossing the street or screaming “NICE BACKPACK” to a student walking to class, it’s generally bet-ter to mind your own business. While there is less that an indi-vidual walking on the sidewalk can do to help their situation at that particular moment, here are 
Finally, the final layout and editing for the paper was finished. I looked at the grey paper, my article printed freshly on the front page – or as freshly as you can get for a paper that is recycled hap-hazardly each week – and mixed feelings of curiosity and dread hit me. The title, “Seeking Items with these Symbols,” stared back at me from my desk as I waited for moti-vation to move my heavy body from my chair. Glancing across the room, I saw the clock read 3:15 a.m. “I don’t know why I put in so much effort when no one actually reads this paper,” I mumbled to myself. 
The Pulp has a very small readership. My highly developed journalistic skills are often over-looked in a paper that is often filled with satirical articles and illegible blemishes, despite our efforts to recycle the materials needed to print the paper success-
fully each week. Despite this fact, I am worried about the information I wrote in this particular article and that there could be backlash for putting it out in the open.In all honesty, I don’t fully understand the significance of the objects with the foreign-looking symbol. When the engineer came to visit me last week, she didn’t explain much more than that “they must be found.” Because of that I was unable to cover the full story from the strange woman with my well-articulated ques-tions. Nothing she had said was particularly troublesome, yet I had this bizarre feeling that the knowledge of the story behind the symbol was dangerous. Deciding I would only grow more tired the longer I stayed in my chair, I stood and slid the rest of my belongings into my worn brown bag. Turning around, I heard something in the corner of the room. Papers fell from another 
desk and scat- tered across the floor.“Who’s there?” I asked.For a moment, I stood in silence. No one ever stayed this late, so what could have caused the papers to fall? Could someone be upset about my article? Shaking my head, I buttoned up my hand-me-down pea coat and scolded myself for being so paranoid. Clearly, I was overes-timating the weight of my work. For all I know, the old engineer could be crazy, and the only object containing the symbol was the one resting in my pocket that she allowed me to borrow for a rough sketch in The Pulp.As I thought about it longer, I determined that she probably was crazy. After all, who would stay up waiting for me to return the object so late at night?I walked up the dimly lit stairs of The Pulp’s base-
ment workshop, heading to the small apartment complex where the engineer lived. The local street rat peeked at me from behind her wall of cardboard and scrap metal.“Have any leftovers from lunch today, miss?” she pleaded, as she did every day.In her hands, she fingered a small trinket. On the front, it almost looked like- I shook my head at myself again. Not only am I paranoid, but now I’m seeing things, too. There is no way that one of the three objects the engineer described would be in the hands of a lowly street rat. I reached into my bag and pulled out a piece of bread, tossing it over to the beggar.“Now leave me alone,” I mut-tered.
My walk was nearly done. With limited supplies in Avarium, a steam-engine car was more than my salary would allow. If only The 
Pulp was able to magically conjure enough supplies to print more issues. Then our audience base would grow, and I could afford the luxury of not having to walk home every day.Out of the corner of my eye, I saw a shadow behind me. Turning around, though, the only shadow I saw was my own.Despite my consciousness scolding me for being so skit-tish, I quickened my pace toward the last street left before I would reach the creaky apartment where the engineer lived. From this alley, I could see her building. There was no light on in his room. Was she still awake as she had 
comic art by Lexi Ames
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Hillel
continued from page 1
Freshman Sportlight Cole Erickson - Track and Field
   CJ Revis
    Staff Writer
_______________________
Spring Sports Preview
Cole Erickson recently finished his first season as a 
Lawrence football player, as well as a short-distance run-
ner and high jump competitor for the Lawrence University 
Men’s Indoor Track team. He will now compete for the 
Lawrence Outdoor Track and Field team as well. Their sea-
son starts April 11.
Where are you from?  What drew you to Lawrence?I’m from Appleton. I attended Appleton North High School. And what drew me to Lawrence was actually just seeing what else was out there. I actually took a big trip to Minnesota and saw a bunch of schools there, and it really made me see and appreciate what I had in my own backyard. Lawrence is just so much nicer. Plus, there’s the great academics here, and I get the opportunity to play football. 
What do you like most about track and field?For me, it’s actually trying something new. I’ve never run track before, so this is a new experience to me.
Given your skillset, what do you hope to bring to the team 
this year?
This year, I’m hoping to get the team a few extra points in the high jump, as well as the short-distance relays.
What has your athletic career so far here at Lawrence taught 
you about being successful academically as well?Well, I’ve always known myself to be more productive when I keep myself busy. Keeping myself busy helps me stay on top of my academics. It sounds kind of counterintuitive that having a few different time commitments would help me, but it helps me create deadlines for myself.
How have the seniors on the track and field team helped you 
with your transition into this new sport?They’ve been really welcoming and supportive. They have been showing me the ropes really well, and through their knowl-edge, they’re really showing me how to pull my own weight for this team. 
If you could have any superpower, what would it be?  Why?I would want the ability to fly. I mean, come on, what’s more awesome than flying?
Spring has sprung, and so have the Lawrence University 
spring sports teams. Here’s what to look for in the upcoming 
season. 
TRACK AND FIELD: The men’s and women’s outdoor track teams look to make a statement by placing in the top five at their conference meet in May, improving on the men’s seventh-place and women’s ninth-place finishes at the indoor conference meet. Sophomore Max Edwards, indoor conference champion in the 5K, currently stands as the best distance runner in the Midwest Conference (MWC). Freshman Erin Schrobilgen is also having a stand-out season. Look for them, as well as many other young runners, throwers and jumpers, to continue to improve. With the warm training weather as well as the addition of a new throwing coach, the track team is ready to make strides upon its season. 
BASEBALL: The Lawrence Baseball team, although relatively young and inexperienced, is focusing on quali-fying for the MWC Tournament. “We have the talent to be a very good team and reach that conference tourney goal; we just need to continue to get better and continue to work hard every day,” said senior Davis Ogilvie. The team hopes to improve on their 7-10 record with a criti-cal series against St. Norbert this weekend that will help determine their position in the conference tournament. GOLF: Despite not training since the fall, members of the Lawrence Golf Team are looking forward to dusting off their clubs and continuing with their successful year. The team is focusing on the MWC Tournament and has the championship in its sights. Look for senior Anton Olsson, who is coming off the best game of his career at the MSOE Invitational, to help lead these Vikings to finish off their year of golf.
TENNIS: The men’s tennis team will be continuing their season that had started in February and will last until the end of May. With a record of 9-9, the team is currently ranked third in conference standings. Look for juniors Brian Decorte and Adam Busch to help the team make a run for the conference title. SOFTBALL: The softball team hopes to continue its positive momentum coming off a successful Spring Break trip. Despite several injuries, the team stands at a win-ning record of 10-6 and holds second place in the North Division of the MWC. Winning the division would give the team home field advantage in the conference champion-ship therefore making this weekend’s MWC Classic a cru-cial tournament in determining their conference standing. With MWC Performers of the Week Tierney Duffy and Kara Vance, the softball team is in a great position to con-tend for the conference title. 
March Madness has come and gone once again. The one time of year where almost every-body becomes not only a college basketball fan, but also a basket-ball genius as they fill out their bracket. Unfortunately, there was once again no perfect bracket. But whether or not your bracket was busted, it would be hard to find a fan that would say this tourna-ment did not live up to expecta-tions.One of the storylines of every tournament is the ques-
tion of which team will play the role of Cinderella and shock the nation by moving on. The first few rounds of the tournament were packed with exciting, close games and several upsets, but none big-ger than the ones from University of Alabama Burmingham (UAB), Georgia State and University of California—Los Angeles (UCLA). UAB was fourteenth-seeded tak-ing on the heavily favored third-seeded Iowa State, a team many predicted would make a run deep into the tournament. UAB shocked the nation and busted many brackets by winning in a 59-60 stunner. The eleventh-seeded UCLA Bruins defeated the sixth-seeded Southern Methodist University, and in what was one of 
the most memorable moments of the tournament, fourteenth-seed-ed Georgia State defeated third-seeded Baylor on a late three from R.J. Hunter, the son of head coach Ron Hunter. The image of Ron Hunter falling to the ground fol-lowing the shot is one that will be remembered for a long time. As the tournament continued to the Final Four, college basket-ball saw familiar faces back as Kentucky, Duke, Wisconsin and Michigan State all made it to Indianapolis. Michigan State was the only non-first-seeded team to make it, as coach Tom Izzo showed once again why it isn’t smart to bet against his team in March. The biggest storyline of the tournament was without a doubt 
Kentucky’s pursuit of perfection, as they entered the tournament undefeated and were looking to be the first team to complete an undefeated season since 1976. But it was just not meant to be when they ran into the Wisconsin Badgers in a rematch of last year’s semifinal. The Badgers exacted revenge this year and pulled off the upset in a 71-64 thriller. Duke, on the other side, dominated the Spartans and set up a Blue Devils-Badgers national championship. The championship was a back and forth affair until mid-way through the second half when Wisconsin took a nine point lead. Duke responded, however, with an unlikely hero in Grayson Allen, who went on a personal 8-0 run 
to get Duke back in the game. The Badgers offense struggled in the last minutes of the game and paired with clutch shooting from the Blue Devils, who were also aided by some missed calls in their favor, gave Duke its fifth national championship by a score of 68-63.This tournament gave col-lege basketball fans some mem-orable moments, highlighted by Wisconsin ending Kentucky’s perfect season, Michigan State’s unlikely run and, of course, Duke’s championship win. The tourna-ment lived up to its reputation as one of the best sporting events of the year and left everyone looking forward to next year.
March Madness ends with Duke victory over Wisconsin 
Photo by Emei Thompson
by Matt Geleske
In addition, the text explained the significance behind the foods on the Seder plate, which included traditional offerings such as roast-ed egg, parsley, horseradish, and chopped apples and nuts.While the dinner was held to celebrate an important Jewish holiday, the event was open to both Jewish and non-Jewish students. Lauer and Goldman 
explained that it was important to keep the event open to everyone in order to encourage diversity and inclusion.They emphasized this by lighting a braided candle at the start of the ceremony, symbolizing the coming together of people of different faiths and backgrounds.Also included on the Seder plate was an orange, a less tradi-tional addition. Lauer explained that a Jewish feminist scholar began adding the fruit to symbol-ize the inclusion and recognition 
of marginalized people, especially those of the LGBT community.According to Lauer, Hillel has hosted a Passover Seder in the past, but Saturday’s event was the largest turnout they’ve had in recent years. Goldman added that the number of RSVPs received was greater than anticipated and they had to turn several people away due to space restrictions.Overall, reactions were posi-tive. Junior anthropology major Jaime Gonzalez said he really enjoyed the Seder. “It was nice that 
there was an educational compo-nent to it. It allowed people like myself who are unfamiliar with Jewish customs to understand the meaning behind the Seder in rela-tion to Passover.”Sophomore A.J. Williams said, “It was great that students at Lawrence want to teach and share the traditions of their families—I had a wonderful time filled with great conversation!”Lauer and Goldman ultimate-ly hoped to provide an educa-tional opportunity for Lawrence 
students while creating a sense of community. “Religious holidays are one of the bigger parts of Judaism,” said Lauer. “I feel like that’s something that all Jews can relate to—cel-ebrating the holidays no matter what type of Judaism you sort of believe in.”She added, “This [dinner] allows all Lawrence students, and faculty and administration, to have just a little sort of glimpse at what we do with our families and what we did growing up.”
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Tierney Duffy’s 
batting average in a 
pair of doublehead-
ers leading her to be 
named MWC Per-
former of the Week
Kara Vance - Softball
Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org
April 8, 2015
This week, I talked with 
senior standout Kara Vance of 
the Lawrence University Softball 
team about her success on the 
field and her goals for the rest of 
the season.  Last week, Vance was 
awarded the Midwest Conference 
Pitcher of the Week after a domi-
nant set of performances during 
the team’s spring break trip to 
Florida.
GC: Congratulations on the Midwest Conference Pitcher of the Week honors.  How are you 
feeling about this season so far?KV: So far, I’m feeling pretty confident.  I really like the group of girls that we have on the team, I feel like we have a really strong connection, and we have a lot of talent.  So I think we’re going to go really far.GC: How was the Florida trip this year?  Was it different from any of the previous years going there with Lawrence?KV: I guess every year its a little bit different because the group of girls changes, but over-all, playing-wise it was really fun. 
I feel like in the beginning, I had a little rocky start, but towards the end I felt very confident. And that had a lot to do with every-one behind me—I knew that everyone had my back, and then I calmed down and just had fun.GC: How do you prepare for games, and how do you approach pitching?KV: I treat every game as the same.  I don’t try to take one team not as seriously as another, but usually, I go in with the same mentality—trying to pitch the same every game.  I go out and have fun—its my favorite sport obviously—so I just try to do my best, and I know the girls behind me have got my back no matter if its one of my bests days pitching or one of my worst.GC: Have you changed any-thing with your pitching style after fours years at the collegiate level?KV: Yeah, actually I have—it’s a little technique thing.  I used to show the ball when I pitched, and the other team might have been able to see how I gripped the ball. And that’s important because it shows the different pitches I throw.  But my pitch-ing coach told me to put the ball in my glove, and I grip it there now too, which was a little weird getting used to but after a little practice it got easier.  And now I don’t even notice it.  GC: What’s your favor-ite aspect about playing for Lawrence?KV: That’s tough because there’s so many things I love about Lawrence.  The girls are 
probably my favorite.  They’re some of my best friends, and I know I’ll talk to them years down the road.  I don’t know what I’d do without them.  They have my back when I need them, I can talk to them when I’m hav-ing a bad day, and we have fun all the time.  I love being with them.GC: Do you think that has shaped your LU experience on the field and off?KV: Oh, of course.  I mean, my freshman year we weren’t the best, but it was still fun.  And sophomore year, we made it to the conference championship as well as last year.  So I’ve had a couple different seasons where we’ve not done the best and then done really well.  It’s been a lot of fun; I think playing softball definitely made my experience at Lawrence much better.  It made me branch out, learn how to do time management, made me meet a lot of people I never expected to meet and I’ve been a lot of places I never expected to go.  So yeah, softball at Lawrence has definitely made my entire experience a lot better.GC: Do you see softball con-tinuing to be part of your life in the future?KV: I don’t think I’ll ever play fast-pitch again, but I could still play slow-pitch.  It honestly depends on where I end up.  I love softball and don’t want to give it up, so it’s just a matter of finding a good group of people to play with.
Several Lawrence University teams spent Spring Break 2015 in Florida gearing up for a rous-ing season at home. The softball team spent the week in Clermont, the baseball team in Winter Haven, and the men’s tennis team in Orlando. The softball team had a prolific break, returning to Appleton with an 8-4 record to start their season. The base-ball team finished 6-3 for the break, and the men’s tennis team returned with a 1-4 record.The softball competition began on Friday, Mar. 20, with a pair of games against Kalamazoo College and Framingham State University. The Vikings were felled by the Hornets 7-5 in the first game, but rallied to triumph 9-0 over the Framingham Rams. The following day saw a similar split, as the Vikings beat Buffalo State University 9-2 in their first 
game, but were defeated 8-0 by William Paterson University immediately after. Monday, March 23, was a similar story. Lawrence lost to Illinois’s North Central College 5-3, but gained some traction against D’Youville College and beat the Spartans 5-4. From there, the Vikings went on a two-day winning streak, con-quering Thomas College 8-2 and Rochester Institute of Technology, 5-4 on March 24 and taking down both Colby College 5-1 and Oberlin College 9-1 on March 26. Friday, March 27, was the last day of competition in Florida for the Vikings, and they went out strong. Despite losing 5-1 to Elmhurst College, the softball team hit hard to finish with another 5-0 win against Colby College.The baseball team played fewer games, but saw many wor-thy opponents from far away. On Friday, March 20, the Vikings started strong with a 21-1 opening victory over Crown College and again defeated Crown 9-5 in the nightcap. The next day, Lawrence 
faced Elmhurst College, falling to the Bluejays 24-11 in the opener but redeeming themselves with a 7-4 nightcap victory. On Tuesday, March 24, the Vikings defeated the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 8-6. Friday, March 27 was tougher for the Vikings, as they fell twice to Colby College 6-4 and 9-8, but they came out on top the next day with a pair of wins over Thomas College finishing 8-7 and 7-4.The men’s tennis team stayed in Orlando for the break, facing a couple nonconference teams each day. On Friday, March 20, the Vikings warmed up with a pair of matches against Calvin College and Onondaga Community College (OCC). The Vikings fell to Calvin 7-2, but dominated OCC 9-0. On Sunday, March 22, Hamilton College defeated the Vikings 9-0 in the morning, and Colby College added a 9-0 victory of their own in the afternoon. Tuesday, March 24, was the end of the line for the Viking spring breakers, and they struggled to generate the momentum they needed to record 
another win. Carthage College posed a challenge for their fel-low Wisconsinites, defeating the Vikings 9-0 before heading back north.Already the Lawrence teams have competed Spring Term to build on their strong starts over the break. The softball team faced University of Chicago, Beloit and Mount Mary since returning, and they have the MWC Classic to look forward to April 10-12. Baseball played Beloit twice last week and are looking forward to compet-ing against UW-Oshkosh and St. Norbert College in the area this weekend, April 11-12. The men’s tennis team has already added many matches to their spring break record, facing Monmouth, Illinois College, Knox, St. Norbert and Edgewood College since returning to Lawrence. They will next challenge Ripon, Carroll and Lake Forest in conference match-es this weekend.
Lawrence spring sports work on skills over break
SOFTBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
North
Carroll 2-0 13-7
Lawrence 1-1 12-6
St. Norbert 1-1 6-12
Beloit 1-1 7-15
Ripon 1-3 4-15
South
Lake Forest 4-0 18-4
Cornell 2-0 18-3
Illinois 2-2 8-10
Monmouth 2-4 6-15
Grinnell  0-0 0-16
Knox  0-4 0-16
MENS TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
Monmouth 5-0 12-8
Grinnell 3-0 19-10
Lawrence 4-1 10-9
Lake Forest 2-1 8-10
St. Norbert 3-2 5-8
Knox 2-3 3-16
Carroll 1-2 6-9
Ripon 1-4 2-14
Cornell 0-3 7-11
Illinois 0-5 0-9
BASEBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
 North
Beloit 3-1 13-7
Ripon 3-1 6-9
St. Norbert 1-3 9-10
Lawrence 1-3 7-10
Carroll 0-0 7-12
 South
Cornell 3-1 9-9
Monmouth 2-2 7-12 
Grinnell 2-2 6-11
Knox 1-3 6-11
Illinois 0-0 7-10
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Around this time last spring, students from Lawrence and surrounding institu-tions came together on the campus for The Community Initiatives in Sustainable Agriculture Conference (CISA),which is cen-tered around student farming and sustain-ability. This past weekend, juniors Brian Decorte and Abigail Hindson and sopho-more Elana Lambert organized a slightly different, but just as impactful, event called Homegrown. Events included discussing the way student coooperatives are run, a student potluck and a talk by food justice speaker LaDonna Redmond. The aim of the event, according to Lambert, was to “have people talk to people about things we all had in common, but never talked about before.” Hindson elabo-rated, “Our original goal was to start the conversation about access to food, both on campus and in the Lawrence commu-nity.”  These goals, while similar to those of last year’s conference, were arranged more 
around the theme of sustainability than farming. The reason for this, according to Hindson, was that “we’ve seen sort of a shift on campus in the environmental orga-nizations, specifically in SLUG [Sustainable Lawrence University Gardens], with how students are approaching sustainability. Before, people seemed more interested in going into farming after graduating in SLUG, and now, we want to find ways to live more sustainably more broadly, not just really as farmers. “Addressing the event, Hindson added, “So we wanted to reflect that shift, as we recognize that that might not be really rel-evant to a lot of folks on campus anymore … So it was about the issues surrounding access to food around Appleton, and stu-dents who came from other universities, in their communities as well.”
 The biggest reflection of this shift in focus was the choice of food justice speak-er LaDonna Redmond. The three students have been planning the conference since January, and decided on Redmond because “[Brian] heard her speak last year at a con-ference with Elana, and he said that she was the most electrifying speaker at the confer-ence and he thought of her immediately as someone who might have something good to say on campus.”Overall, Hindson and Lambert were very happy with the outcome of the event, but were surprised about the turns that the discussion took. “It ended up being a discussion about food access, but also more food sovereignty. Like how do we choose where our food comes from? Why do we choose where it comes from? And the leftover broken sys-tem of colonialism and slavery tied to the food system—how we can get out of that system? And if we should be building a new system or working to change the exist-ing one, which was not really what I was expecting, but it was awesome,” Hindson said. Lambert also added that the discus-
sion was valuable to see “the different ways that all the different co-ops work on cam-pus, and off campus, and it gives you ideas for what you can do when you graduate, because it’s not so easy, because we have a lot of money to spend on our food here.”Because of its success, both Hindson and Lambert expressed a desire to plan a similar event for next spring. “”I think we’ll keep it this way,” said Lambert. ”This was so much less stressful [than CISA], but we would want more people from out of town. We might make it a little bit more substan-tial to make it more appealing.” Hindson agreed, saying “I like the idea of having a discussion and a potluck; I think that works really well. I’m also interested in doing a campus garden conference, so hav-ing student farmers come from other uni-
Scrapbooks from two Lawrence alumni preserved at the university archives illus-trate student life between 1910 and 1915 , and provide opportunities to understand our history as Lawrentians. Scrapbooks were a frequent item among Lawrence students up until the 1960s, according to the records. The first album belonged to Frances Hogg Brown, who attended school from 1911 to 1915; the second was from Dean Earl Smith, enrolled from 1910 to 1912. University Archivist and Assistant Professor Erin Dix, who is in charge of the school’s historical and material collections: “My job is to promote understanding of Lawrence’s history and to manage this stuff. I thought I would tell you a little bit about some of my favorite types of materials that we have here.”Looking at Brown’s piece - a blue rectangular-shaped album with medium silver letters that reads “Memory book,” “Lawrence College” and small golden let-ters in the bottom-right corner that read “Francis Hogg -” we distinguish a section dedicated to happy thoughts:
“Here’s one of the first pages she has written down [and] other students have [also] written down their names and little quotes, whatever they want to communi-cate, happy thoughts,” said Dix. For exam-ple, on Dec. 4, 1913, student Addie Harley from Green Bay wrote: “To my little side partner at the French table, nous somme 
bonne amies, n’est-ce pas?" Brown's album photographs provide a personal record of her years at Lawrence and equally illustrate specific campus buildings that still exist today. She wrote, "Lawrence is our dear old home," in a sec-tion in which her dorm, Ormsby, can be seen with a porch with elegant Greek columns that ornament the building’s entrance. The images likewise show buildings that were demolished several years ago such as the old gymnasium (located where the Buchanan Kiewit Wellness Center stands today) as well as the observatory and science hall (both located where Youngchild and Steitz Halls coexist today).Activities depicted include knitting together, walking down the Fox River, drink-ing tea with  roommates, dressing up and attending all sorts of Lawrence festivities, from Valentine's parties to Thanksgiving gala dinners. "For instance, here, she's just gotten up before Christmas [and written] 'we’re as busy as can be' and she's got nice 
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Benjamin Tilghman, Assistant Professor of Art History and a Lawrence alumnus, discussed returning to Lawrence to teach, the process of reappointment for professors and the museum studies pro-gram.Tilghman graduated from Lawrence in 1999 with a bachelor’s degree in art his-tory. He said that art history is “a good way to major in everything” because it draws from visual art, history, religion, anthropol-ogy and a variety of other areas of study. As a self-described “true believer of the liberal arts,” the opportunity to study a broad scope of academic interests appealed greatly to Tilghman.In the fall of 2012, Tilghman returned to Lawrence as an assistant professor. “When I started my Ph.D., my advisor asked where I would like to work and I said ‘I 
can’t think of a better place to work than Lawrence’,” said Tilghman. He continued, “I never thought I would be pushing a stroller across the Main Hall green,” but that has become reality.Currently, the process of reappoint-ment has begun for Tilghman. In an assis-tant professor’s third year, they undergo review in which a board decides if the professor being reviewed will go on to be reviewed for tenure later. Reappointment requires professors to reflect on their scholarship, service to the community and teaching, a process that Tilghman found helpful and rewarding. “It is an opportunity to sit down and think about how I teach,” he said, explaining that he found strengths and weaknesses that he plans to improve in the future.As an alumnus and professor, Tilghman 
has experienced both sides of Freshman Studies and commended its progress since 1995. “Freshman Studies should be as broad as possible,” he said and found that the current works were broader than in his time as a student. The addition of modern works like Alison Bechdel’s “Fun Home” and works from sciences like “The Characteristics of Physical Law” by Richard Feynman, in Tilghman’s opinion, make the class “closer to what Lawrence is.”The museum studies program also works into the broad concept of liberal arts. Museum studies is “the investigation into the role of museums in society and also how museums operate,” Tilghman explained. He emphasized the importance of museums as places that “demonstrate the way we value things” and representa-tions of social aspects.Museum studies gives students the chance to more critically analyze and understand the connection between visual, historical and ideological elements in a display. “How works of art are presented…often times has ideological underpinning,” 
said Tilghman. He cited the placement of African and Native American art in natural history museums, rather than art museums, as an example of cultures not valuing such art as much as others. The program involves not only art and art history, but also incorporates anthro-pology and other social sciences. “There are museums for every kind of topic and we do believe that students from any major will find a lot that they find interesting and helpful,” said Tilghman.Students can get a hands-on oppor-tunity to work on displays on campus in the Wriston Art Gallery, the anthropology collection or in the gallery in the Warch Campus Center. The program also has helped students get internships at muse-ums across the country. 
captions here, and you don't always see that with scrapbooks," Dix said. Brown also collected photos and mem-ories from May Day celebrations where hundreds of students gathered in front of Main Hall. Girls danced to Greek songs around the may pole while the public watched. There were also processions in chariots around campus and everybody dressed in white. May Day declined in popu-larity in the late 20th century.Brown’s book included a piece of rope from a tug of war contest and also collected pictures of her friends in action. "Here's a tug of war game going on. These are really cool to just sort of look to and get a sense of what student life was in 1915," Dix noticed.Another distinguished item is a mem-bership ticket called "All College Club," that granted Brown and all students who bought it, for $2 at the time, access to one semes-ter's subscription to The Lawrentian and admitted the students to all games and contests in athletics, oratory, debate and any other events presided by the Student Senate.Smith's book, a brown chamois rectan-gular-shaped photography album, contains tens of Lawrence pictures between 1910 and 1912. "This is more of a photo album. There's no other weird stuff in it but just pictures... He attended for two years..." said 
Dix. He did not graduate, "he moved... but he became a photographer in his later years after he left Lawrence," Dix added.The photo album provides detailed pictures of places, such as College Avenue, panoramic aerial views of Lawrence's cam-pus and many of the important buildings at the time: the gymnasium, observatory, Science Hall, Ormsby Hall, Carnegie Library (located where the Seeley G. Mudd Library currently stands) and Brokaw Hall. Many students today might have heard about The Rock, which disappeared many years ago and whose whereabouts remain a mystery. Both Brown and Smith included pictures of  this ancient symbol of Lawrence's generations in their albums. It is highly probable that they met in school 104 years ago since the student body was below 800 people, according to Dix.Most importantly, both Brown and Smith captured the visit of President William Howard Taft to Lawrence University on Oct. 26, 1911, which was the first time a presi-dent visited the Fox Cities area. President Taft addressed a crowd of about 10,000 people from the steps of Main Hall as part of a political tool to pressure the Senate to ratify peace treaties with France and England. "There are pictures of Taft here that are unique and some great candid images as well," said Dix. 
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On March 31, Amazon announced its newest innova-tion: Amazon Dash, a button allowing consumers to purchase basic household necessities—Tide detergent, Kraft mac and cheese, etc.—with just one press. Ian Crouch from The New Yorker responded to the unveiling by predicting “the real dystopia: not that our daily lives could be reduced to a state of constant shopping, but that we might ever have to, even for a moment, stop shopping.” Does Amazon Dash imply that the moments in which we fail to express our faith toward our most trusted commercial institu-tions disturb us more than the prospect of giving up our relative capitalistic freedom?Missy Mazzoli’s new album, “Vespers for a New Dark Age,” also released on March 31 by New Amsterdam Records, exam-ines similar issues of faith, free-dom and technology, predicting—through Matthew Zapruder’s 2010 poetry—that “the new tech-nologies cannot make us both more loyal and free.”Mazzoli, a young composer based in Brooklyn, wrote the work for her new-music cham-ber group Victoire, Wilco drum-mer Glenn Kotche, and vocalists Mellissa Hughes, Martha Culver and Virginia Warnken. Culver and Warnken were last seen on the Lawrence campus performing with the vocal octet, Roomful of Teeth.The album also features a second work by Mazzoli for Victoire, “A Thousand Tongues,” remixed by Victoire member Lorna Dune. “Vespers for a New Dark Age,” an eight song composition, takes up the bulk of the album. The songs evoke a traditional evening Catholic prayer service; the album’s Bandcamp notes explain that Mazzoli intends to explore the intersection between 
technology and the “archaic for-mality of religious services.” In the first moments of the piece, Kotche’s sharp, disso-nant bells interrupt direction-less strings and electronics, as if calling us to service, waking us from a lulling stasis. Whether those bells awaken us to freedom from technology or to a height-ened connection to consumerist machines is an ambiguity that lingers even after the work ends.Mazzoli’s composition becomes most audibly vesper-like in moments that suggest the sounds of a church organ or cen-turies-old hymnal conventions—by way of drone-like patches and inexplicably familiar harmonies, respectively. The work also sug-gests a religious service in its for-mal rigidity, with pairs of songs separated by interludes remixed from previous material. In the first interlude, repeti-tive, pulsing strings—sampled from the first song, “Wayward Free Radical Dreams”—swim from left to right, suggesting a meditative, even hypnotic atmo-sphere. Rather than the open-ing’s stasis, however, this hyp-nosis might mean to lull us into contemplation. If Mazzoli means for us to meditate on her and Zapruder’s “sermon” in the interludes and postlude, then she also means for our thoughts to remain in check with the music throughout the work. This aspect of ritual-istic rigidity may arise from her rhythmic approach, especially in Kotche’s beat-driven time-keep-ing. Even in the postlude, when harmonies and sonorities—as well as the previous move-ment’s conclusive lyrics—sug-gest a sense of musical freedom and even technological rapture; bright, repetitive samples cause us to end the work in her tempo. The one aspect of this album that remains somewhat free from rigidity is the clarity of the text as sung by Hughes, Culver and 
As Spring Term began, excitement for CHON’s concert increased. The band, which has gained quite a following with both Lawrence students and Appleton residents, played their first show on a college campus after being brought in by the Band Booking Committee (BBC). Even more amazingly, the BBC was able to make it a free show open to any-one, not just students.The event, which took place in the Esch-Hurvis Room in the Warch Campus Center, kicked off what will be a great term for Lawrence concerts. Student band Luis & Whose Army opened and helped get the crowd ready to enjoy the first weekend of the term. The band describes themselves as an “experimental alt-rock funk jam band,” and they definitely show-
cased all these genres in their show. The band consists of soph-omore Alex Kurki on bass and vocals, sophomore Miles Allen on drums, sophomore Luis Gonzalez on guitar, and senior Greyson Sztuczko on guitar and vocals. While the band maintained a tight and well-rehearsed sound, their music also contained ele-ments more prevalent in punk and sludge metal—such as a dense, dark tone and a general loudness.The band had a unique sound most akin to older punk and metal, but effectively fused it with a funkier jam band sound that was even upbeat at points. The contrasting vocals of Kurki—abrasive and often yelled—and Sztuczko—lyrical and sometimes lilting—also made for an engaging performance. Luis & Whose Army have a lot of talent and put on a great live show with lots of vari-ety, but an overarching cohesive sound.
As they ended their set, it was easy to tell the crowd had enjoyed Luis & Whose Army immensely, but was ready to hear the main act—CHON. After a quick sound check and a few light jokes, they started their set. The first thing that struck me was the band’s comfort and looseness on stage. Despite their music requiring a lot of focus and high levels of technicality, they were able to play seemingly effortlessly.They had a very light and clean sound, especially compared to Luis & Whose Army. The three guitars played similar melodies and rhythmic phrases that inter-locked almost perfectly, creating a neat and aesthetically pleasing sound. The drums established a complex groove that contrasted with the feel of the guitars, creat-ing a polyrhythmic sound. Math rock is heavily based on rhythmic complexities, and CHON’s music was no exception.It was awe-inspiring to see 
this genre of music live, as much of its allure is built on wowing the audience with the talent and musicality of the performers. With this band, there are no live tricks, editing or gimmicks. What the audience sees and hears is the product of intense rehears-ing, composing and listening to each other. While I had listened 
to a little math rock prior to the show, CHON was the first band of the genre I saw live, and I am even more excited to dive deep into this intriguing genre.Both bands did incredible jobs and put on fun shows. There will be plenty more guest artists of all sorts this term, so if you missed this concert or want to see 
On Friday, April 3, the Wriston Art Center held an eve-ning reception celebrating the opening of three new exhibits. The event was open to the pub-lic, and was attended by many Lawrence alumni from the Fox Cities. This being my first evening event in Wriston, I was curious as to what the experience would be like. I honestly had no idea what to expect when I entered the building. In contrast to Wriston’s usual layout, the upper–level lobby was dressed up quite tastefully for the reception. There were cocktail tables set with smart black table-cloth and candles under dimmed lights, a table providing refresh-ments to eat and drink, and a wide array of students, faculty, alumni and community members. From the level below, the soft melodic tones of the Lawrence Jazz Band floated up to the balcony.The three exhibits unveiled were “Through Alice’s Eyes: An Exhibition in Honor of Alice King Case” in Leech Gallery, “Martin Brief: Amazon God” in Hoffmaster Gallery, and “The Pursuit of Knowledge and Understanding: 
Recent Acquisitions in an Interdisciplinary Context” in Kohler Gallery. Each exhibit had a certain character to it, giving each gallery a distinct air as I walked through them.“Through Alice’s Eyes” is an exhibit in memory of Alice King Case. Case was a professor of stu-dio art at Lawrence for 20 years from 1980 until 2000. Professor Case passed away in 2013, and her family donated several of her works to the Wriston Art Gallery, which are displayed in the exhibit. Off to one side, there was a handmade journal made by alumna Lauren Andrews ’99 for former students and colleagues of Professor Case to write about their memories of her.Professor Case’s work dis-played in the gallery was very interesting and unique. One painting that I found myself in front of for quite a while was called “February Blizzard.” It was quite intriguing to me, because although an impermeable wall of falling snow on a white surface sounds impossible to portray in an aesthetically appealing man-ner, Professor Case had done just that. Looking at the painting, I felt like I was lost in that blizzard and could barely make out anything beyond. The memory of Professor 
Case was a tangible presence in the room. Though the event was a joyous one, tears were shed and heartfelt stories shared. I spoke with alumnus Charlie Arnold ’01. He was a studio art major and student of Professor Case. Arnold shared with me some of his great-est memories of her. He spoke of a time when Professor Case and he had a deep and memorable conversation for 20 minutes in an elevator, and the time when the two of them discussed topics of all sorts while watching the stars at Björklunden. Her unique personality, her way of pushing her students to do their best and the experiences they shared are the primary influ-ences Arnold cited for becoming a professor of studio art himself.All three of the exhibits in the gallery were beautiful and thought-provoking, from “Amazon God,” a list of all book titles on Amazon.com containing the word God, to the multidisciplinary works representing the heart of the liberal arts in “The Pursuit of Knowledge and Understanding.” It was truly an amazing night at Wriston, and I encourage every-one to see the exhibits for them-selves. They will be open until May 3.
Jon Hanrahan
Staff Writer
________________________
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CHON concert sets stage for Spring Term music scene
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT: 
DYLAN RICHARDSON
The bassoon is an unwieldy instrument. It is one of the larg-est of the woodwind instru-ments, standing awkwardly tall within a family of more petite instruments. The fingering is wild and complicated, often demanding the use of more pha-langes than the average human possesses. The left thumb by itself has nine keys to press down. The bassoonist needs to make sure that they place their fingers over the holes in the cor-rect way, whether half- or fully- closed. This all considered along with its mesmeric, deep tone and a bocal that may likely poke your eye out if you’re not care-ful, the bassoon certainly stands out. That said, the bassoon has one of the most beautiful sounds of any woodwind instrument. Such is the appeal that drew senior Dylan Richardson to the bassoon in the sixth grade and has held his enthusiasm for music throughout his life.Richardson is just one term from completing his B.A. in music for bassoon performance. He began his journey in music by living within a very musi-cal environment from a young age. His older sister and aunt both played the clarinet, which compelled him to seek practice. Not wanting to wait until sixth grade when school band began, 
he took private lessons first.Playing clarinet in band was not what he had hoped for, however, and his interest in the instrument waned. At this point he heard the band’s bassoonist playing. Intrigued by the sound, he asked his teacher if he could switch instruments. Richardson started playing from there and hasn’t quit since.“It’s the rich, dark tone color of it,” he explained. “It just has this unique sound that really appealed to me that I just love.”When it came time to attend a university, Richardson weighed his options in regard to what he wanted to pursue. His choice was largely between engineering and music. The for-mer was the result of always being skilled in mathematics as well as admiration for his sister, who studied aerospace engineering. Ultimately it came down to doing what he loved best: playing music.Richardson first attended the University of Oklahoma for two years. This decision was spurred by previous acquain-tanceship with the bassoon professor there, Carl Rath. Richardson met Rath in eighth grade in master classes orga-nized by his private lesson tutor. He gelled well with Rath’s teach-ing style, so well, in fact, that when Rath accepted a position in Lawrence’s conservatory faculty, he made the switch to Lawrence as well.Studying at Lawrence has given Richardson numerous 
opportunities to play the bas-soon. He performs with the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra, the Lawrence Wind Ensemble, various quintets, sextets, octets and other -tets, a new group named Bach Chorale and the bassoon ensemble. The last plays unusually arranged music, such as a bassoon rock opera incorporating “American Idiot” and “Bohemian Rhapsody.” This term, the ensemble will perform a concert of movie and TV theme songs. By and large, Richardson prefers small group settings when playing, something that a tight-knit community like the 
bassoon studio can offer.Aside from music, Richardson is quite the out-doorsman. He enjoys biking, running, swimming and most anything that demands physical energy in an open air environ-ment. He is an active member of Outdoor Recreation Club and goes on trips whenever the hectic conservatory schedule allows.After graduation, Richardson will be joining the Marines to participate in a Marine band. In general, he would like to do anything that allows him to continue to play 
music.Soon, Richardson will be closing out his undergraduate career with his senior recital. This will open with a bassoon duet with Rath. It will then immediately kick off with a Bach flute partita—an A minor piece transcribed in D minor—followed by “Concertino” by Marcel Bitsch, a tango piece with a bassoon quartet, “Fantasy for Bassoon” by Malcolm Arnold, and a sonata for bassoon and piano by Camille Saint-Saëns.His recital will be at 1 p.m. on Saturday, April 11, in Harper Hall.
Bryan Cebulski
 Staff Writer
______________________
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Redmond, describing a commu-nity she lived in where her next door neighbor was suffering from a lack of access to food.“[The food movement] sim-ply didn’t address culture … and not to acknowledge it is to say it doesn’t exist,” she explained, citing Michael Pollan’s popular food rule, “Eat food, not too much, mostly plants,” as an example of a disjunction in food culture, because for lower-income people, the quality of food is less impor-tant than getting enough of it.“We need to develop a shared vocabulary,” stated Redmond, before moving on to a history of food culture in the United States, including how early settlers would kill buffalo in order to keep Native 
Americans hungry, and how the Black Panther Party would offer free breakfasts or bags of grocer-ies to encourage hungry people to participate in their events. Overall, Redmond felt nega-tively about the history of food in the United States: “We’ve gone a long way but we have not found a fair, just or healthy food system.” Later on Saturday evening, attendees met at SLUG house for dinner and a discussion of the event. Approximately 40 students, mostly from Lawrence, sat on chairs, couches and the floor of the SLUG living room with plates of homemade food.Topics ranging from food pol-itics in the US to what happens on campus were discussed, includ-ing how Lawrence can reach out to the Fox Valley community, and how to encourage other students and organizations at Lawrence to 
collaborate more effectively with SLUG.The conversation continued over dessert at Greenfire House.The following morning, the FRN, which began collecting food at Lawrence in 2014, presented their aims for helping fight hunger in the Fox Valley community. The Lawrence FRN has recov-ered approximately 4,625 pounds of food since it started in May 2014, and distributes uneaten Bon Appétit food to Loaves and Fishes of the Fox Valley and COTS, two Appleton organizations that help feed people in need.FRN goals at Lawrence for next year include expanding vol-unteer groups, expanding the amount of food recovered a week and working with organizations outside the Appleton area.Junior and SLUG co-manager Abigail Hindson said that SLUG 
was “expecting a lot more stu-dents from other schools” to participate in the events; 16 of the 20 students from other cam-puses who initially signed up for Homegrown ended up cancel-ling. However, “the students who did come shared a lot of their knowledge about gardening,” said Hindson. Hindson felt that the chronol-ogy of the weekend’s agenda was particularly effective. “The speak-er [followed by] the topic discus-sion over dinner worked really well for the food [cooperative].”Hindson concluded by expressing hope that “students from other gardens around the state” would be able to meet in the future and discuss their issues. “[University gardens] have a lot of the same issues, but we don’t talk about them together.”
versities and having workshops on solving issues with student gardens and networking with stu-dent gardens … so that might be what we do next year, sort of a cross between Homegrown and CISA.” Both Lambert and Hindson encouraged students who are interested in SLUG to look out for garden hours posters around campus, and to come volunteer as the weather gets nicer.
Organizers
continued from page 6
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STAFF EDITORIAL
In the United States, our laws provide citizens the protection from government actions that violate their religious beliefs. Indiana’s new Religious Freedom Restoration Act protects religious business own-ers from prosecution for not serving individuals with different values than themselves. In theory, granting business owners protection from the government on the basis of their religious beliefs is a good idea. However, ‘religious freedom’ is usually discussed with regard to a specific socio-political context—mainly, the issue of gay marriage. It’s important to consider the context in which the government would violate a business owner’s religious beliefs. Some states have anti-discriminatory measures that prevent business owners from demonstrating bigotry against gay customers and potential employees because of their sexual orienta-tion. Indiana’s new law would prevent the government from forcing business owners to adopt these anti-discriminatory measures. However, in a conservative state whose citizens are in general less supportive of gay marriage, the LGBT community may be faced with new avenues of discrimination. This presents a problem in which protecting the civil rights of one person violates those of another. Indiana’s anti anti-discriminatory law creates the potential for business owners with different value systems to infringe on their consumers’ basic human rights. If we, as a nation, believe that all should be treated equally under the law, we must also understand that this type of legislation alone is not enough to create a truly free and equal society. In order to pro-tect the human rights of everyone, the government may have to exercise its authority to actively combat discrimination and deeply held cultural biases to provide equal opportunities for all people, regardless of their sexual orientation.
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and 
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The 
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which 
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to 
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Andrea Johnson
Staff Writer
_______________________
 Aubrey Klein
Copy Editor
________________________
It’s a real scream: The case for 
a dinner party club on campus
Homelessness is 
our responsibility
Last month, my sister’s car was broken into at a restaurant parking lot in Milwaukee.  The window of her car was smashed, and several thousands of dollars worth of her possessions were stolen, including her MacBook, backpack with school textbooks and Kate Spade duffel bag holding clothes and toiletries. She was understandably dis-traught, and my parents were left to help her pick up the pieces in the aftermath.  She needed to have the car’s window replaced, go to the DMV to get a new ID, file insurance claims, and order a new computer and textbooks. I understand the sadness that she felt when she realized her things had been stolen, and the stress that my parents felt in filing reports and fielding calls from the investigating police offi-cers. These reactions were to be expected and were completely justifiable.  What I don’t under-stand are the disdainful—and frankly hateful—attitudes about the perpetrator that I witnessed from some of these same people.A few days ago, the police got a hit on the fingerprints left at the scene, and identified the culprit as a black 51-year-old homeless man.  The investigating officer said that he knew the man, an alcoholic who has been in and out of shelters and treatment cen-ters.  Unfortunately, this man was unwilling to follow the rules of these establishments, so he was unable to stay.  I was appalled at some of my family members’ reactions when this news was shared with them.  Many of them seemed glad that the man had been arrested, and made insulting jokes at his expense. They called him stupid, and continually repeated how he got what he deserved. I couldn’t understand why they were all feeling sorry for themselves, berating this man as if he committed a far worse crime than theft. No one was hurt in the incident, and my family is fortunate enough to have insur-ance coverage and the means to replace the stolen items. After all, it’s just stuff. I became increas-ingly angry at their reactions, because my comprehension of the situation was quite different.I thought about the fact that he is a 51-year-old homeless man with a history of alcohol addiction and most likely mental illness. He has little to no resources, and is probably so deeply affected by mental illness that he is unable to understand what is best for him and has few outlets to seek help. I don’t condone his criminal 
behavior, but I see his theft as less of a malevolent act, and more as a side effect of his unfortunate circumstances.My family is very fortunate to have everything we need— and even want—in the way of food, clothing, shelter and other resources. This man has virtually nothing, and theft was one of a limited number of options that he felt he had to survive. There are certainly insufficient resources for the homeless community, particu-larly for homeless men of color, and I felt that we should pity him rather than condemn him as we try to put his situation into per-spective. I should make it clear that I am assuming this man has a mental illness, which is not con-firmed, but is likely given his circumstances. According to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, one-fifth of homeless people suffer from a severe mental illness. Many of these conditions are left untreat-ed, and as such, are debilitating to the sufferer. I’m far from an expert on the many causes and complicated pol-itics of homelessness, but the indi-viduals I was in conversation with were absolutely missing the larger picture. In the city of Milwaukee, one of the most segregated cit-ies in America, it is clear to me that this was so much more than a man breaking into a car. This incident and its consequences are inseparable from the narratives of racism, poverty, mental illness, addiction and homelessness that surround it and contributed to its occurrence. One response to my com-ment was that, “his choices shouldn’t be your emotional and financial burden.” I vehemently disagree, and absolutely believe that they should be my burden. I am reminded of a quote by Martin Luther King Jr., which appeared on posters around campus pro-moting the Week of Resistance: “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.” That quote has stuck with me. We are all citizens of one community, and the prejudices and obstacles faced by some affect us all. Therefore, the man’s home-lessness is, in at least some ways, my responsibility. We must work to improve the lives of everyone in our community, especially those that are most disadvantaged, and especially if we are some of the most advantaged. Furthermore, we have a responsibility as members of one human race to work to under-stand and care for others. This is basic human empathy. Whether or not I can fully understand the actions or motives of this man, I have to try. We all have to try.
Rings gong; sips brandy; 
clears throat.I may be alone here—I often am—but when I picture grown-up Andrea, she’s hosting a dinner party. I see it so clearly.There is a group of vibrantly, glamorously dressed men and women. They have an air of mys-tery about them, which is accen-tuated by Gothic furniture and dark wallpapers. They sit down to sup. On the menu? Monkey’s brain soup which, though com-mon in Cantonese cuisine, is not often found in Washington D.C.I jest, I jest. See how enter-taining I’d be as a dinner party hostess? Of course you don’t! Because, though references to “Clue,” the 1985 movie based on the board game, are common among the girls I went to elementary school with, they are not often found among anyone else (‘tis a lonely life).
I’ve performed poorly the central point of dinner parties: lively, interesting, accessible con-versation for all (communism really was just a red herring). And movies, though common fodder for conversation, usually make for a boring topic at best, and an annoyingly repetitive one at worst. So then the question is not who killed the cook, but how to throw a good dinner party, where and with what. It’s an important question—and make no mistake—because dinner parties are adulthood crys-talized. They require a room of one’s own, the skills necessary to prepare monkey’s brain soup (though I suppose a Curry would do, with peppers roasted over the f-flames, flames, on the side of my face), the money to pair said curry with a nice Chianti and the matu-rity to manage the conversation—someone, after all, has to stop Mrs. Peacock’s screaming! As things stand, if I threw a dinner party tonight, I’d have no idea what I was doing there or what the place was about—but I would be determined to enjoy myself. It’s much like college in 
that way. I’m very intrigued by the idea and oh, wouldn’t it be fun to have a club for that? Yes. And I will tell you how I did it—sorry, would do it. The Socratic Seminar at Suppertime Club would meet on dark and stormy nights as per strange, unsigned invitations. Tragic back-stories would be checked at the door. Cocktails in the library—yes, I assure you the brandy hasn’t been poisoned—followed by dinner. If we were interrupted by a singing telegram, well, there’s a revolver in the cupboard—only who has the key again? And if J. Edgar Hoover happened to call—I said if, if! Anyway, I do hope you’ll take my suggestion straight to the heart. Because when it comes to dinner parties, they require a cer-tain finesse. One plus one plus two plus one doesn’t always equal six, you know. But after a few SSSC meet-ings, we’d be so adept at pre-paring delicacies and delicately preparing conversations that we’d have people screaming, “Let us in, let us in!” Though I suppose that’s only one way it may happen. 
Indiana’s new bill infriges on basic human rights
Harassment
continued from page 3to nor want to hear your com-ments, they just want to get where they are going with as little fuss as possible. In addition, as satisfying as it might be to yell back at some-one harassing you, it’s better to ignore it as best you can. A num-ber of forms of street harassment, including disorderly behaviors that are deemed violent, abusive, indecent, profane, boisterous or unreasonably loud, can be report-ed to the police. In summation, it’s best to remember the golden rule as your kindergarten teacher taught it to you: “If you don’t have anything nice to say, don’t say anything at all.” 
Serial Story
continued from page 3promised? A few yards away, a garbage can lid toppled over. I heard footsteps. My heartbeat quickened.Looking behind me, I round-ed the corner.“Oh! Sorry!” I said as I bumped straight into a hooded woman with a wicked smile.“Going somewhere? This late at night?” she asked.“Uh, yeah. ‘Night,” I replied as I attempted to brush past her.“But… did you forget about what you wrote? Did you con-sider the backlash of your works? I don’t think you understand the impact your words could have on 
the way of life in Avarium.”My eyes widened when I saw the knife clasped in her hands.Before I had any time to react, a sharp pain furrowed itself into my abdomen, and I took my last breath.“And you thought that no one read this paper,” the woman laughed.
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“Dark Age”
continued from page 8
LUCC
Update
The budget and re-recognition application process for 
2015-16 is almost over! Student organizations that have not 
yet applied must do so by Monday, April 13, 2015 as late 
submissions will not be accepted.
The formal group housing selection committee for 2015-16 has 
been approved by General Council. The members are:
-Res. Life Committee (RLC) nominees: Tom Sasani and Jenni 
Sefcik (Chair of RLC)
-Current FGH residents: Danny Davis (Beta), Manny Leyva 
(Sankofa), AJ Williams (ORC)
-Members at large: Harrison Barber, Amaan Khan, Alex 
Koswezski, Katherine Ling
Members at large were nominated by Steering Committee based 
on their campus involvement and leadership experiences, in 
addition to being unaffiliated with any existing houses or groups 
intending to apply.
LUCC is hosting a Majors Fair on Tuesday, April 21, 2015. Student 
representatives from different departments will be there to 
provide advice and insights about their majors to undecided 
students. 7pm – 9pm, Esch Hurvis Studio at Warch Campus 
Center.
Committee appointments will be taking place in the upcoming 
weeks – this includes standing committees like Student 
Welfare and Committee on Diversity Affairs, as well as special 
committees on Parking, Curriculum, Convocations etc. 
Applications will be available online at the LUCC website.
Abedin Rafique
Public Relations Secretary
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY Summer                      
      Session2015
Registration opens APRIL 13
                      northwestern.edu/summer
Get Ahead. Explore. Enjoy.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
Visit ing students can choose from more than 300 undergraduate courses.
California’s reluctance to 
save water is problematic
Last week, California Governor Jerry Brown officially declared California in a state of Emergency Drought. A dry spell in precipitation and record-low snowpack levels have devastat-ed California’s aquifers, causing harm to the agricultural indus-try and increased water costs for urban Californians. In response, Brown mandated that civic water consumption be cut by 25 percent. This is, at a glance, an incred-ibly daunting challenge. Many Californians are outraged because the mandates unfairly target civic water usage, which accounts for a smaller share of water consump-tion than agriculture. Some have called for the agri-cultural industry to begin using water more efficiently, while oth-ers have argued that it is impera-tive to protect agricultural activity. Regardless, Californians living in urban centers have expressed out-rage over Brown’s mandated cuts in civic water usage.  Whether these cuts are truly effective or not may be beside the point. Americans everywhere must face the reality that water is becoming scarcer in the United States and be willing to make sac-rifices in their everyday water consumption. Addressing the drought, there is a controversy over where major cuts in water consumption should be made. According to the Public Policy Institute of California, near-
ly half of California’s water con-sumption is from the agricultural industry, while only 10 percent of California’s water usage goes to urban centers. Therefore, major cuts in civic water consumption may not improve the situation. California needs to protect its agricultural yields. A stupendous majority of produce in the United States is grown in California, so any major cuts in water consump-tion harm not only California’s economy, but the entire nation’s. Cuts in agricultural production could result in higher food prices elsewhere in the country. On the other hand, Californians have a host of easy water saving strategies at their disposal. Whether reducing urban water consumption is the single most effective way is contentious. For example, the old ‘if it’s yel-low, let it mellow’ trick (yes, that means not flushing after you pee) can save 3.5-7 gallons of water 
every single time you pee. Shorter showers and high efficiency washing machines also help. Perhaps the most contro-versial water-saving strategy is for Californians to surrender their ultra-lush lawns. Brown has man-dated that civic water consump-tion must be cut by 25 percent, which will be a massive challenge for California’s citizens. Regardless of what is actu-ally more effective, Brown’s deci-sion should be lauded by policy makers and environmentalists everywhere. Cutting back water consumption places responsibil-ity on the citizens of California. By doing so, Brown sends a message 
that his state will not stand idly by while its natural resources are depleted by overconsumption. In the future, droughts will become more widespread, frequent and severe. Consumers across the nation need to begin to think about their responsibility in protecting water resources. Furthermore, the state and federal governments must begin setting precedents in water management that hold individual citizens accountable for their con-sumption. Though the thought of mak-ing serious sacrifices in our daily lives is troubling, and even more so the thought of the government telling us what we can and cannot consume, environmental prob-lems will come to be too severe for the American consumer to stand idly by while a think tank or gov-ernment agency struggles to come up with a silver bullet solution to climate change. Responding to environmental problems is not, and will not, become any easier for America.  Our current water consump-tion may force Americans to replace our oak trees with cacti and junipers, picket fences with chain link fences, and our lush grassy lawns with gravel and sand; an image that is now burning itself into the psyche of the drought-ridden California suburbs. In the next century, Americans will remember California’s problems as the first major trial in the way the United States addresses cli-mate change. How well California responds now may be foretelling of things to come.
Danny Davis
Operations Manager
________________________
Warnken. They frequently choose lush vocal textures over intensity of text, causing the words to blur behind overwhelming harmonies and busy textures. Although the work evokes religious structures and impend-ing technological doom, there is something so routine about the entire experience. The title may point to that doom, that “Dark Age,” but it is a situation we’ve faced before, “a new Dark Age,” just another end-times story. The vocalists often return to the line, “Come on all you ghosts,” a line that is both supernatural and fatiguing. The presence of 
that “come on” suggests that, even if we feel our march toward an age of mindless self-indulgence—as Zapruder puts it, “I need things no one can buy and I don’t even know what they are”—is propul-sive in its progress, there actually remains something humanly, and pathetically, lethargic about that march. Our wayward imaginations will dream up more and more intrusive and enticing technolo-gies, à la Amazon Dash. Either the new lords in Mazzoli’s composi-tion will drag us along, or we’ll pull ourselves through our own dull self-serving interests. We may not recognize whether we choose loyalty or freedom, but we may just convince ourselves, “I know I belong in this new dark age.”
Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery
920-749-1111
FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS  
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
       FREE DELIVERY! OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.
Ask for your Lawrence Discount!
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com  |  600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
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EDITORIAL 
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined 
by the editors. Any opinions 
which appear unsigned are 
those of the majority of The 
Lawrentian’s editorial board.
Letters to the editor are 
encouraged. The editors 
reserve the right to edit for 
style and space. Letters must 
be emailed to: 
lawrentian@lawrence.edu. 
Submissions by email should 
be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial 
pages must be turned in to 
The Lawrentian no later than 
5 p.m. on the Monday before 
publication.
—All submissions to the 
editorial pages must be ac-
companied by a phone number 
at which the author can be 
contacted.  Articles submitted 
without a contact number will 
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves 
the right to print any submis-
sions received after the above 
deadline and to edit each 
submission for clarity, decency 
and grammar.
—Letters to the editor should 
not be more than 350 words, 
and will be edited for clarity, 
decency and grammar.
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What do you think of Indiana’s new 
Religious Freedom Restoration Act?
PHOTO POLL Eric LeePhoto Editor
“It’s not right to use religion as a 
justification to limit soneone else’s 
freedom and happiness.” 
– Eleanor Elgault
“People are reacting to what they 
think it says and not what the law 
is actually about.” 
– Daniel Martin
“Companies should have the 
right to practice their religion, but 
it’s mutually beneficial for both 
themselves and the customers if 
they don’t.” – Sophia Wang 
“If the law allows current anti-
discriminatory measures to 
be ignored, then it should be 
changed.”
– Alec Masson 
“If this law passes, then the state 
of Indiana will be harmed more 
than any other party.” 
– Christopher Gore-Gammon
“The anti-discriminatory 
measures are in place for a 
reason; this law shouldn’t be 
passed.” 
– Audrey Cuthbert
